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This book makes the Business Associations or Corporations course accessible to students whether

or not they already know anything about business. In a conversational tone, the original text and

problem emphasize the legal issues that 99% of lawyers will encounter in their professional career.

The book is organized around the life-cycle of a business. And while it includes landmark cases, the

focus is on the legal issues encountered when starting a business, growing a business, and ending

a business. This is the only current casebook for an introductory course in business associations

that is co-authored by a business school professor. The book thus consistently and clearly provides

students with the business context for understanding the legal issues explored.
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Same with the previous reviews, this is a well written book that's easy to go along with.But the

highlights are downright brutal throughout. The highlights are not concise, there are a lot of them,

and the person who decided to paint the book orange may might want to retake the course. Nearly

2-starred it just b/c of highlights. Some prob would. Be warned. Hopefully  switches out a better

copy for the money.

This is the first textbook I've written a review on because I feel like with most textbooks we get out of

them what the Professor wants us to, unless you are reading textbooks cover to cover in your free

time. This book was easy to navigate and understand. I did not use a supplement to this book and



did very well in the class.

The book itself matches description, but there are so many highlights, it is hard to read at some

chapters.

This particular casebook is terrible at conveying the information it needs to to make Corporations

more clear. The section on shareholder rights and agreements are particularly terrible.

If I must take the class and have the book for it, this is a good choice. The authors toss in some dry

humor so it keeps my attention more than other books probably would.

This is invaluable for business law courses, the sections on partnership and corps are amazing.

Really easy to reed too. Goes very well with Freer's hornbook "Business Organizations"

Fast. Exactly as described.

This book is outstanding. It runs through a broad array of business law concepts, including

underlying business/economic concepts, in a very logical way.
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